HYPOTHESIS TESTING FOR WEAK AND SPARSE ALTERNATIVES WITH APPLICATIONS TO WHOLE GENOME DATA

Abstract

Massive genetic and genomic data generated using array and sequencing technology present many exciting opportunities as well as challenges in data analysis and result interpretation, e.g., how to develop effective strategies for signal detection using massive genetic and genomic data when signals are weak and sparse. In this talk, I will discuss hypothesis testing for sparse alternatives in analysis of high-dimensional data motivated by gene, pathway/network based analysis in genome-wide association studies using arrays and sequencing data. I will focus on signal detection when signals are weak and sparse, which is the case in genetic and genomic association studies. I will discuss hypothesis testing for signal detection using variable selection based penalized likelihood based methods, the Generalized Higher Criticism (GHC) test, and the Generalized Berk-Jones test, and the robust omnibus test. I will discuss the challenges in statistical inference in the presence of both between-observation correlation and signal sparsity. The results are illustrated using data from genome-wide association studies and sequencing studies.
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